


1. Why have we set up an eco group at Emmanuel? 

https://www.emmanuelcroydon.org.uk/whats-on/eco-group/







2. What is the eco group doing? 
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Plans to improve this include:
- Installing water butts
- Updating main church lights to more energy-efficient ones
- Finding ways to measure energy use and set carbon reducing targets and strategies

- Bird boxes installed
- Plans to improve church grounds with more native flower species and 

more space useable by church members and community
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- Earth Hour
- GMC supporting A Rocha

+ 15

- Eco section of website created
- Ethical and environmental suppliers lists (on Eco Page of website)
- Looking into further ways to encourage and facilitate church members 

reducing, reusing and recycling the Earth's resources

+ 13

Still a very long journey ahead….



3. How can people join in/find out more?
• Check regularly for resources and updates on the Eco Group section 

of the Emmanuel website
• Talk to any of the members of the church Eco Group (Helen Squires, 

Vaughan Pomeroy, Magdelena Zajaczkowska, Ben Jones, Clare Buchanan and Rachel Smith)

• Sign up to receive regular emails with news and prayer points from 
Environment Christian organisations such as A Rocha, Green 
Christian, Tearfund, Operation Noah, Hope for the Future, etc.

• Consider what changes – either one-offs or continuous – you could 
make personally or as a family to lessen your negative impact on 
God’s creation and other people and increase your positive impact 
instead.
Here are a few suggestions from Southwark Dioscese







4. How can we pray?
• For those in our world whose lives are already effected by pollution 

and climate change, e.g. flooding, drought, damage to local food 
production and eco-systems – for protection, help, and solutions.

• For the world leaders meeting at the G7 in June and COP26 in 
November – for wisdom to make decisions that benefit the 
environment and prevent further pollution, climate change or 
irreversible damage to our world.

• For the Eco Group, PCC and leadership at Emmanuel as they seek to 
make decisions and find ways forward that enable our church to 
protect and enhance God’s creation and use resources wisely.

• For members of our congregation as we prayerfully consider our own 
on-going and 'one off' pledges for environmentally positive changes.


